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Geographic Combatant Commands (GCC) do not have the structure in place to
respond to Computer Network Attack (CNA) against Department of Defense (DoD)
networks or to initiate Computer Network Exploitation (CNE) or CNA in response to a
cyber incident in their areas of responsibility. This paper will provide the definitions
required to understand the issues that confront operations in cyberspace. It will provide
an overview of the legal issues, technical issues, and will provide a recommendation for
the structure necessary to enable the GCCs to overcome those issues and to effectively
leverage the capabilities provided by U.S. Cyber Command in support of operations
within their area of responsibility. This paper recommends the creation of a Joint Cyber
Functional Component Command as part of the GCC structure to integrate cyberspace
operations into their contingency plans and to enable response to cyberspace incidents
within their area of responsibility.

U.S. CYBER COMMAND SUPPORT TO GEOGRAPHIC COMBATANT COMMANDS
Geographic Combatant Commands (GCC) do not have the structure in place to
respond to Computer Network Attack (CNA) against Department of Defense (DoD)
networks or to initiate Computer Network Exploitation (CNE) or CNA in response to a
cyber incident in their areas of responsibility. This paper will address the structure
required for the GCCs to leverage the capabilities provided by US Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM) in response to cyber events within their areas of responsibility.
This paper will provide the definitions required to understand the issue, will
provide an overview of the legal issues confronting operations in cyberspace, and will
provide a recommendation for the structure necessary to enable the GCCs to overcome
those issues to effectively leverage the capabilities provided by USCYBERCOM in
support of operations with their area of responsibility.
Cyberspace is defined by joint doctrine as ―a global domain within the information
environment consisting of the interdependent network of information technology
infrastructures, including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems,
and embedded processors and controllers.‖ 1 This definition places cyberspace within
the warfighting domains of air, land, maritime, and space. 2 A definition that better
supports the consideration of operations in cyberspace is provided by Joint Test Pub
(JTP) 3-12 Cyberspace Operations. The JTP defines three components to cyberspace:
First, the Physical Network Component that includes ―all physical equipment
associated with links that support the transfer of data on the network and nodes where
data is created, manipulated, processed, and stored.‖3 The second component is the
logical network component.

The logical elements of the network that are related to one another in a
way that is abstract from the physical network components. Examples of
logical network components of cyberspace are the Nonsecure Internet
Protocol Router network (NIPRNET) or any website that is hosted by
servers in multiple physical locations where all content can be accessed
through a single Uniform Resource Locator or URL such as Defense
Connect Online.4
The third component of cyberspace is the cyber-persona. ―A cyber-persona is
the next level of abstraction in cyberspace. Using the rules created in the logical
network component to develop digital representations of an individual or entity in
cyberspace.‖5 An individual can have multiple cyber-personas, for example work and
home email addresses, while an organization may only have one cyber-persona
represented by its website. ―This holds implications for joint forces in terms of
attributing responsibility and targeting. Joint forces will require significant situational
awareness, forensic, and intelligence capabilities to counter the complex threat that
exists in cyberspace.‖6 The three components of cyberspace, the physical network,
logical network, and cyber persona provide a representation of cyberspace that allows
the commander to attribute a cyber event to the geographic location where it originated,
or to the individual or entity that is responsible for the event. This attribution is an
essential component for successful operation in cyberspace.
DoD defines cyberspace operations as ―the employment of cyber capabilities
where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace. Such
operations include Computer Network Operations (CNO) and activities to operate and
defend the Global Information Grid.‖7 CNO is subdivided into three categories,
Computer Network Defense (CND), Computer Network Exploitation (CNE), and
Computer Network Attack (CNA). DoD defines CND as ―actions taken to protect,
monitor, analyze, detect and respond to unauthorized activity within Department of
2

Defense information systems and computer networks.‖8 CNE is defined as ―enabling
operations and intelligence collection capabilities conducted through the use of
computer networks to gather data from target or adversary automated information
systems or networks.‖9 CNA is defined as ―actions taken through the use of computer
networks to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information resident in computers and
computer networks, or the computers and networks themselves.‖10 In the execution of
CNO ―a successful cyberattack requires a vulnerability, access to that vulnerability, and
a payload to be executed. A cyberexploitation requires the same three things—and the
only difference is in the payload to be executed.‖ 11 For CNE ―the delivery and execution
of its payload must be accomplished quietly and undetectably—secrecy is often far less
important when CNA is the mission.‖ 12 CNE can be seen as an enabling operation prior
to CNA where both operations may present legal or national defense issues.
Currently ―there is no international agreement on what constitutes an act of cyber
war.‖ 13 The Law of Armed Conflict and The United Nations Charter provide the basis
for consideration of the legal implications of cyber operations. The Law of Armed
Conflict considers two states of being and two bodies of law. The body of law for
initiation of hostilities is referred to as jus ad bellum (Law into War) 14 and the body of
law regulating actions in war or jus in bello (justice in war) 15. Prior to conflict, jus ad
bellum, the application of the Law of War to cyber operations are dependent on the
effect caused by the operation. If the effect of the cyber operation is the same as would
be achieved by a kinetic attack, such as damaging power generation equipment or
causing an accident that kills people, then cyber attack may be considered the same as
a kinetic attack. If the attack had a lesser effect, such as making a server unavailable or
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altering data, then the operation generally might not be treated as use of force. The
question of evaluating a cyber attack to determine if it would constitute a use of force is
the subject of ―Computer Network Attack and the Use of Force in International Law:
Thoughts on a Normative Framework.‖ In the article, Michael N. Schmitt proposes six
criteria for evaluating cyber attacks as armed attacks: Severity, Immediacy, Directness,
Invasiveness, Measurability, and Presumptive Legitimacy. He also proposes
responsibility as a seventh criterion to consider in conjunction with non-state actors.
These six criteria are measured in severity across the six axis to provide a uniform
framework for considering the effect of the cyber attack and whether to respond as if it
were a use of force. 16 Whether the attack is considered a use of force becomes
important when considering the right of self defense that is permitted without United
Nations Security Council authorization. During conflict, jus in bello, the Law of Armed
Conflict applies to cyber attack with regard to necessity, proportionality, and
distinction.17 This is further complicated in cyberspace as there is also a requirement for
attribution.
It is virtually impossible to attribute cyber attacks during the attack.
Although states can trace cyber attacks back to computer servers in
another state, conclusively ascertaining the identity of the attacker
requires intensive and time-consuming investigation with the cooperation
of the state of origin. 18
Unfortunately the framework underpinning the Law of Armed Conflict and the
United Nations Charter is for state-to-state conflict. The application is much more
complicated if the attack is attributed to non-state actors. In that case the determination
will have to be made whether it is a law-enforcement or national security matter.
For response to law-enforcement matters, the international community’s legal
regulation of cyberspace has been evolving in response to increases in cyber crime.
4

The Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime came out of meetings that began in
1997 and came into force in 2004. The United States adopted the Convention on
Cybercrime in 2007 and currently the other 30 nations have ratified the treaty with 17
additional nations signing the convention. Its main objective, set out in the preamble, is
to pursue a common criminal policy aimed at the protection of society against
cybercrime, especially by adopting appropriate legislation and fostering international cooperation. The Convention is the first international treaty on crimes committed via the
Internet and other computer networks. It deals particularly with infringements of
copyright, computer-related fraud, child pornography and violations of network security.
It also contains a series of powers and procedures such as the search of computer
networks and interception.19 The Convention was expanded in 2005 to address cyber
terrorism after the events of September 11, 2001 in the United States. As part of the
growing international community of interest, the United States has continued efforts to
focus on cybercrime in conjunction with the United Nations which is using the
Convention on cybercrime to build the framework for the International Regulation of
Cyberspace.20
Military operations in cyberspace require understanding of the complex legal and
procedural issues that have to be addressed prior to action. ―US policy requires that the
Armed Forces of the United States comply with the Law of Armed Conflict during all
armed conflicts, however such conflicts are characterized, and during all military
operations.‖ 21 To bring the legal and procedural issues into focus at the operational
level, the DoD has established Rules of Engagement (ROE) which are ―directives
issued by competent military authority that delineate the circumstances and limitations
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under which United States forces will initiate and/or continue combat engagement with
other forces encountered.‖ 22 ROE for operations in cyberspace have to answer:
When to execute a cyberattack—what are the circumstances under which
a cyberattack might be authorized?; Scope of a cyberattack—what are the
entities that may be targeted? Duration of the cyberattack—how long
should a cyberattack last? Notifications—who must be informed if a
cyberattack is conducted?
Authority for exceptions—what level of
authority is needed to grant an exception for standing ROEs? 23
These questions form the basis for ROE in cyberspace. The current ROE is
classified and addresses the authorities required to conduct operations in cyberspace at
the national level. It does not address whether a cyber attack is a use of force that
merits the self-defense acts that are the obligations of unit commanders as set forth in
DoD doctrine which states. ―Unit commanders always retain the inherent right and
obligation to exercise unit self-defense in response to a hostile act or demonstrated
hostile intent. Unit self-defense includes the defense of other DOD forces in the
vicinity.‖24 ―Do non-destructive adversary probes of important military U.S. computer
systems and networks (or even systems and networks associated with U.S. critical
infrastructure) constitute demonstrations of hostile intent?‖ 25 What response is required
in response to those actions? The Commander of USSTRATCOM is charged with the
authority to conduct CNO in doctrine26 and would have the obligation to respond, or to
coordinate with the GCC who has the responsibility to respond to the attack in his area
of responsibility. This bridge of authority for the simple act of responding in self-defense
is a reflection of the complex legal and procedural issues that must be overcome for
successful military operations in cyberspace. These same issues have been a source
of concern for the United States government for the last two decades.
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The United States Government has been focused on cyberspace since 1998 with
Presidential Decision Directive - 63 (PDD-63), signed in May 1998, establishing a
structure under White House leadership to coordinate the activities of designated lead
departments and agencies, in partnership with their counterparts from the private sector
to ―eliminate any significant vulnerability to both physical and cyber attacks on our
critical infrastructures, including especially our cyber systems.‖ 27 This was updated by
President Bush in 2003 with the National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace. 28 That
strategy provided three strategic objectives: To prevent cyber attacks against America’s
critical infrastructures; to reduce national vulnerability to cyber attacks; and to minimize
damage and recovery time from cyber attacks that do occur. 29 To execute this strategy,
the president designated the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) as the
responsible agency for cybersecurity in the United States, and charged them to lead the
response to incidents within the national cyber infrastructure. Cybersecurity has
continued to be one of the focus areas for President Obama. His administration used
the Securing Cyberspace for the 44th Presidency report that was prepared prior to the
inauguration to focus cybersecurity efforts. The report cited ―America’s failure to protect
cyberspace is one of the most urgent national security problems facing the new
administration.‖30 After the inauguration the administration conducted the Cyberspace
Policy Review which was published in 2009 and includes near-term and mid-term goals
to help achieve a more reliable, resilient, and trustworthy digital infrastructure for the
future. 31
The legislative branch of the United States Government has taken steps to codify
these efforts into law with House of Representatives (H.R.) 4458 and Senate (S) 3480
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the Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act of 2010 which creates an office and
director of Cyberspace Policy within the Executive Branch of government. It requires
the Department of Homeland Security to establish a National Center for Cybersecurity
and Communications (NCCC).
The Director of the NCCC is charged to ―work cooperatively with the
private sector and lead the federal effort to secure, protect, and ensure the
resiliency of the federal and national information infrastructure; and to
work with the Assistant Secretary for Infrastructure Protection to
coordinate the information, communications, and physical infrastructure
protection responsibilities and activities of NCCC and the Office of
Infrastructure Protection.‖ 32
These and the other provisions of the bills translate the work that has already
been done by the Executive Offices of the President and the Department of Homeland
Security into law.
The Department of Homeland Security, to fulfill their mission as responsible
agency for cybersecurity in the United States, and to lead the response to cyber
incidents within the national cyber infrastructure has established the National
Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC). This center is the lead
for coordinating the response to cyber incidents in the U.S. and is supported by the
National Security Agency and the Department of Defense as outlined in the
Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of Homeland Security and the
Department of Defense Regarding Cybersecurity. 33 The NCCIC is augmented by the
Cyber Unified Coordination Group (UCG) made up of public and private sector officials
who have been pre-selected by their organizations to come together quickly to
coordinate the respond to an incident. The NCCIC construct with the UCG provides the
interagency and public sector representation necessary to rapidly detect, analyze,
respond, and resolve cyber incidents. 34
8

The coordinated interagency response to cyber incidents that is described in the
National Cyber Incident Response Plan is exercised biennially and the most recent
iteration, Cyber Storm III, was conducted in September 2010. Cyber Storm III brought
together government agencies, 11 states, 12 international partners, and representatives
from industry to exercise the National Cyber Incident Response Plan and the NCCIC. 35
The incremental successes realized in each of the Cyber Storm exercises provide
valuable lessons for DoD in defining the structure to allow the Global Combatant
Commands to leverage the capabilities provided by USCYBERCOM in response to
cyber incidents in their respective areas of responsibility.
The Unified Command Plan (UCP) assigns areas of responsibility to GCCs who
are:
Responsible for a large geographical area requiring single responsibility
for effective coordination of the operations within that area. Directives flow
from the President and Secretary of Defense through the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff to the GCCs, who plan and conduct the operations
that achieve national, alliance, or coalition strategic objectives.36
The GCCs rely on DoD networks to conduct operations in their areas of
responsibility. The sum of the DoD’s networks is referred to as the Global Information
Grid (GIG).37 The GIG includes the networks provided by the Defense Information
Systems Agency (DISA) and the three service component networks: the Army’s
LandWarNet; the Air Force’s C2 Constellation; and the Navy and Marine Corps’
ForceNet. Each of these networks have different security and management policies
that are not reconciled when the networks are brought together by DISA to support Joint
Forces. Internal to the GCCs, the networks that support headquarters functions and
interconnect bases are provided either by their Executive Agent service or DISA. With
executive agency it would appear that within a GCC there would be only one network,
9

but each service has extended their service specific network into the GCC’s area of
responsibility to support their component forces and installations. For example, the
Army is the Executive agent in US European Command38 where it provides
LandWarNet support for communications between bases and on the Army and joint
bases, but on Ramstein and other Airbases C2 Constellation is provided by the U.S. Air
Force, and these two service enterprise networks do not share the same security
policies and are not part of the same logical network. This incongruity in policy is
common within GCCs and results in difficulties in interoperability and further
complicates detection and reporting of cyber incidents. This unequal application of
policy within a GCC’s area of responsibility and the resulting inability to conduct
cyberspace operations beyond a reactive defense is a source of frustration for GCCs
who see ensuring freedom of action in the cyberspace domain within their area of
responsibility as their responsibility.
The response to cyber incidents within a GCC’s area of responsibility follows two
paths. The service Regional Network Operations and Security Center (RNOSC) reports
to the supporting joint force Theater Network Operations Coordination Center (TNCC)
who will inform the GCC. The RNOSC also reports the incident to the service Global
Network Operations and Security Center (GNOSC) for action. The same incident is
also reported by the Regional Computer Emergency Response Team (RCERT) who will
also forward the report to the service Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) in
the GNOSC for evaluation. 39 The information is then passed into the intelligence
domain to the National Security Agency (NSA) who has the responsibility to evaluate
cyber incidents on DoD networks. The NSA will evaluate the incident and the GCC may
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lose visibility of the response at that point. The NSA synchronizes their operations in
the NSA / Central Security Service Threat Operations Center (NTOC). 40 The NTOC is
where the GCC has to coordinate for analysis, support, and possible response to a
cyber incident within their area of responsibility. The system, as it stands now, is
reactive and not responsive. The result is notification that an incident occurred in the
past, rather than observation of the incident in real time to enable a proactive response
by the GCC. This reactive, rather than proactive, response is a source of constant
frustration for the service providers and the GCCs.
The need to simplify and unify DoD’s efforts in cyberspace was seen during
operation Buckshot Yankee in 2008. Operation Buckshot Yankee was the response to
a very serious infection of a classified network serving US Central Command that could
have been dangerously exploited by an adversary if it had not been detected, analyzed,
and neutralized by a combination of intelligence and military efforts. Operation
Buckshot Yankee convinced leaders in the DoD of the potential for synergy that results
from combining network operations with dynamic defenses and the ability to play
offense in cyberspace. 41
To unify the components of computer network operations in response to the
lessons learned from Operation Buckshot Yankee and other operations, the DoD
established USCYBERCOM to ―link intelligence, offense, and defense under one roof.‖42
USCYBERCOM is a sub-unified command under US Strategic Command with the
following mission:
USCYBERCOM plans, coordinates, integrates, synchronizes, and
conducts activities to: direct the operations and defense of specified
Department of Defense information networks and; prepare to, and when
directed, conduct full-spectrum military cyberspace operations in order to
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enable actions in all domains, ensure US/Allied freedom of action in
cyberspace and deny the same to our adversaries.43
As part of the establishment of USCYBERCOM the services are designating their
service specific network providers and network defenders as service component
commands subordinate to the new functional combatant command. By consolidating
the network service providers and defenders under USCYBERCOM, DoD’s networks
will be unified to enable enterprise wide standards. At the DoD enterprise level, the
creation of USCYBERCOM unifies the organizations that conducted the three
components of CNO. Joint Task Force-Global Network Operations (JTF-GNO) grew
out of Joint Task Force Network Defense and had responsibility for CND. The NSACentral Security Service had responsibility for CNE as an intelligence function, and the
Joint Functional Component Command for Network Warfare (JFCC-NW) which was
established to conduct CNA. JTF-GNO and the JFCC-NW were deactivated and
merged to form the nucleus of USCYBERCOM, which is collocated with the NSACentral Security Service. This merger provides the cyber operations center that is
bringing the components of CNO under one roof to better support national priorities and
the GCCs.44
USCYBERCOM’s Concept of Operations (CONOPS) defines three lines of
operations for the command: DoD Global Information Grid (GIG) Operations (DGO);
Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO); and Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO). DGO is a
unified approach to architecting, building, securing, operating and maintaining the DoD
networks. DCO provides unity of command and unity of effort in detecting, analyzing,
countering, or mitigating threats to DoD networks. OCO is the creation of ―various
enabling attack effects in cyberspace, to meet or support national and Combatant
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Commander’s objectives and to defend DoD or other information networks.‖45 These
lines of operation support the unity of effort in CNO that was envisioned in the creation
of USCYBERCOM.
The doctrine for how USCYBERCOM will support the GCCs is just emerging.
Joint Test Publication 3-12 Cyberspace Operations is in draft and calls for coordination
between the GCCs and USCYBERCOM, but is not specific or directive about the means
of that coordination.46 The USCYBERCOM CONOPS provides additional detail but is
not directive in nature. It states that ―USCYBERCOM will maintain continuous
communications with all combatant commands to facilitate coordination, collaboration,
and deconfliction of cyberspace operations as required.‖ 47 It also states that
―USCYBERCOM may forward deploy Cyber Support elements (CSEs) or Liaison
Officers (LNOs) to directly support staff planning and operations as desired.‖48
The CSEs are to ―provide Combatant Command with joint operations
planners and subject matter experts on cyberspace operations. The
CSEs further provide interface and reach back capability to
USCYBERCOM for synchronization of effects, situational awareness, and
to facilitate timely threat information.‖ 49
The CSEs and LNOs would provide support to the GCCs, but would not
represent a permanent presence in support of the command nor would they develop the
situational awareness necessary to enable the GCCs to plan and conduct operations in
cyberspace.
The creation of a Joint Force Cyber Functional Component Command at the
GCCs is a better way to address the need to support their freedom of action in the cyber
domain and would directly support USCYBERCOM’s lines of operations. The
precedence for the creation of a joint functional component to the GCC structure is
found in the origin of the Theater Special Operations Commands (TSOCs) which were
13

formed to command and control Special Operations Forces (SOF) in support of the
operations within the GCC’s areas of responsibility. ―The TSOC is the primary theater
SOF organization capable of performing broad continuous missions uniquely suited to
SOF capabilities. The TSOC is also the primary mechanism by which a geographic
combatant commander exercises C2 over SOF.‖ 50 The TSOC is how SOF forces are
presented to the GCC and are the means to ensure that proper coordination, and
support is made available to SOF forces conducting operations within the AOR. To
present cyber forces to the GCC a Joint Force Cyber Functional Component Command
made up of the service component cyber forces would provide a persistent
USCYBERCOM presence at the GCC and would ensure unity of effort and effective
command and control of cyber forces in support of DCO, DGO, and OCO. The TSOC
commander has three responsibilities within the GCC. He is the Joint Force
Commander, the Theater Special Operations Advisor to the Geographic Combatant
Commander, and Joint Force Special Operations Component Commander.51 The
Cyber Functional Component Commander would have analogous responsibilities to the
TSOC Commander: to serve as the Joint Force Commander for cyber forces in theater;
to serve as the Geographic Combatant Commander’s advisor on cyber operations; and
to serve as the Joint Force Cyber Functional Component Command Commander for
operations in the GCCs area of responsibility absent the establishment of a separate
Joint Task Force.
The structure to provide for the Joint Functional Cyber Component Commands
currently exists in the Army Service Component Command structure and is already part
of U.S. Army Forces Cyber Command (ARFORCYBER).
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The ―four Theater Signal Commands which support respectively, the U.S.
Northern and Southern Commands, U.S. Pacific Command, U.S. Central
Command, and the U.S. European and Africa Commands, as well as a
Signal Brigade in support of U.S. Forces Korea. These forward deployed
Signal Commands and the Signal Brigade are unique to the Army and
give ARFORCYBER a forward network operations command and control
presence in these theaters.‖52
Merging these headquarters with the Regional Computer Emergency Response
Teams that are resident in support of the GCCs and U.S. Forces Korea to form the
nucleus for Joint Forces Cyber Functional Component Commands is the first step in
creating the new command. This initial step would be followed by assigning the other
USCYBERCOM subordinate formations to ensure the successful prosecution of
cyberspace operations in support of the GCCs.
The creation of Joint Force Cyber Functional Component Commands in the
GCCs directly supports the lines of operations envisioned in the USCYBERCOM
CONOPs. The new command provides the headquarters and authority to unify the
theater’s approach to architecting, building, securing, operating and maintaining the
networks that support the GCC as part of a larger GIG.53 The Cyber Functional
Component Command unifies the service cyber components in the GCC to conduct
DGO on a unified theater network that would operate under consistent security policies
and logical boundaries allowing for the proactive network operations that the CONOPS
envisions. This global unity of effort enabled by USCYBERCOM with Cyber Functional
Component Commands in each GCC is required to realize the dynamic network
defense operations where the command can ―detect, analyze, counter, and mitigate
cyber threats and vulnerabilities; to out maneuver adversaries taking or about to take
offensive action.‖ 54 This moves the theater networks from their current state where they
receive notification that an attack had occurred in the past to mitigating, and responding
15

to attacks as they occur. 55 To play offense in cyberspace, the USCYBERCOM
CONOPS envisions that the ―majority of cyber operations will originate at the theater
and local levels, thereby placing them under the immediate control of the GCC and its
components.‖ 56 The Cyber Functional Component Command, as part of the GCC,
provides the mechanisms and reach-back into USCYBERCOM and across GCC
boundaries for the horizontal and vertical coordination and the shared situational
awareness that is necessary for successful offensive cyberspace operations.
Cyberspace represents one warfighting domain within the GCC’s area of
responsibility. To resolve the legal issues that will hinder freedom of action requires
access to specialists in cyber law. The Cyber Functional Component Command would
have reach back into USCYBERCOM to resolve the legal and procedural issues that
operations in cyberspace pose. This reach back would enable the creation of practical
Rules Of Engagement for cyberspace operations at the combatant command level that
would enable freedom of action in the cyberspace domain. For issues that cross
combatant command boundaries, the Cyber Functional Component Command provides
a structure for coordination and escalation of legal issues for interagency coordination.
To facilitate the interagency and host-nation coordination required to conduct
cyberspace operations in the GCCs areas of responsibility there will have to be a
standing interagency coordination group similar to the one envisioned in the
USCYBERCOM CONOPS. At the USCYBERCOM level, their CONOPS envisions the
creation of a ―Joint Interagency Coordination Group (JIACG) with representation from
DoD, DHS, Department of Justice, Department of the Treasury, the Intelligence
Community, and other agencies as applicable.‖ 57 The roles and responsibilities of the
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members of the JIACG would have to be coordinated and documented in separate
interagency memorandums of agreement and support requests. This standing JIACG is
required to conduct cyberspace operations, it is not an ad-hoc group that could be put
together by a USCYBERCOM CSE or LNO. The CSE or LNO would not have the
authority, or the regional familiarity, necessary to build the host-nation and interagency
team to deconflict cyberspace operations in support of the GCC. A better model for the
interagency team required to support operations in the GCCs areas of responsibility is
the Unified Coordination Group that supports the National Cybersecurity and
Communications Integration Center which is part of the National Cyber Incident
Response Framework. A parallel group is necessary to conduct cyberspace operations
outside the United States. This Theater Unified Coordination Group would be
assembled by the Cyber Functional Component Command to coordinate actions in
cyberspace with the host nation(s), the appropriate U.S. Embassies and our allies as an
extension of the JIACG and the UCG in support of the combatant commander.
Conclusions
The structure to allow the GCCs to effectively leverage USCYBERCOM has not
been defined. The current solution of providing USCYBERCOM Cyber Support
Elements and liaison officer does provide adequate support for the GCCs to integrate
cyberspace operations into their contingency plans, or to respond to cyberspace
incidents within their area of responsibility. If the GCCs are to consider cyberspace a
warfighting domain then they will need better support to overcome the legal, technical,
and service parochial issues associated with conducting military operations in that
domain. At the national level these issues have necessitated the creation of
USCYBERCOM as a sub-unified command subordinate to USSTRATCOM to unify
17

operations in cyberspace. The creation of USCYBERCOM has brought together the
network service providers, network defenders, the intelligence community, and military
network offensive capability to unify CND, CNE, and CNA under a single headquarters.
To overcome the legal and interagency coordination issues presented by conducting
cyberspace operations USCYBERCOM has established a standing Joint Interagency
Coordination Group to facilitate necessary coordination. This same coordination and a
complementary structure will be a requirement for the GCCs to conduct cyberspace
operations in their areas of responsibility. The main technical issue confronting CND in
the GCCs is the disparate logical networks with multiple security architectures
supporting service specific and GCC requirements within their areas of responsibility.
These networks need to be unified before the GCCs and DoD will be able to move from
reactive to proactive CND. For CNE and CNA the GCCs currently do not have a role
short of nominating targets and waiting for feedback from USCYBERCOM or
USSTRATCOM.
The creation of a Joint Cyber Functional Component Command, similar to the
Theater Special Operations Command, as part of the GCC structure will provide the
means to unify command and control of cyberspace operations. The Joint Cyber
Functional Component Command will provide a persistent structure in the GCC to
navigate the legal and technical issues that confront operations in cyberspace. The
Joint Functional Component Command’s reach-back into USCYBERCOM will provide
the expertise necessary to advise the combatant command and to ensure that cyber
operations comply with the international law.
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Recommendation
To ensure the GCCs freedom of action in cyberspace and to best leverage the
capability provided by USCYBERCOM I recommend the creation of a Joint Cyber
Functional Component Command as part of the Geographic Combatant Command
structure. This command will serve as the Joint Force Commander for cyber forces in
theater; it will serve as the Geographic Combatant Commander’s advisor on cyber
operations; and will serve as the Joint Force Cyber Functional Component Command
Commander for operations in the GCCs area of responsibility absent the establishment
of a separate Joint Task Force. The Joint Functional Cyber Component Command will
provide the GCC the structure necessary to leverage the capability provided by
USCYBERCOM to integrate cyberspace operations in their contingency plans and to
respond to cyberspace incidents within their area of responsibility.
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